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SUMMER AUCTION SEASON IS HEATING UP!
The artwork of legends Acerbo, Ballester,
Bonneaud, Ciriello, Francisi, Martinati,
McCall and Olivetti are featured in Aste
Bolaffi’s Movie Posters Auction which will
take place on Tuesday, June 16, 2021
live on the Internet at 3:00 p.m. CET
(Central European Time; 9:00 a.m. EDT in
the US). See page 3.

featuring a trove of re-imaged artwork for
posters from popular films. Their
Alternative Movie Posters’ Special
Online Auction is happening NOW and
ends June 22nd. See Page 16

~~~~~
And for those collectors
who like things “shaken”
and not “stirred,”
Ewbank’s Auctions will
be hosting a James
Bond 007 Auction on
July 8th at 12:00 p.m.
London time. The
current preview calendar
shows a small selection of
lots with the full catalogue coming soon.
~~~~~
More great auctions will come later in
the summer – stay tuned!

~~~~~
Movie Poster Archives will hold their next
“Lagniappe Auction” June 23-30, 2021.
Here’s an opportunity for both dealers
and collectors to grab some great items at
low prices AND help support THE ONLY
nonprofit organization dedicated to
protecting and preserving movie posters.
From Marx Brothers to Lion King, there’s
something for everyone in this great
auction. See page 12

DEADLINE FOR
CONSIGNMENT TO
EMOVIEPOSTER.COM’s
JULY MAJOR AUCTION
MONDAY, -JUNE 14th.

~~~~~
For collectors interested in “alternative”
movie posters, Heritage Auctions is
currently holding a special online auction
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UPCOMING EVENTS/DEADLINES
June 8-22

Heritage Auctions Alternative Movie Posters Special Online
Auction

June 14

Deadline for Consignments to eMoviePoster.com’s July
Major Auction.

June 16

Aste Bolaffi Cinema Poster Auction

June 23-30

MPA’s Lagniappe Auction

July 8

Ewbank’s James Bond 007 Auction

July 18

eMoviePoster.com’s July Major Auction begins

July 24-25

Heritage Movie Posters Signature Auction

July 25

Ewbank’s Vintage Posters, Times Auction

August 12

Ewbank’s Entertainment, Memorabilia & Movie Props
Auction

Sept. 3

Final Deadline to Consign to eMoviePoster.com’s 22nd
Annual Halloween Auction

Oct. 10

eMoviePoster.com’s 22nd Annual Halloween Auction

LAMP’s LAMP POST Film Accessory Newsletter features industry news as well as
product and services provided by Sponsors and Dealers of Learn About Movie Posters
and the Movie Poster Data Base. To learn more about becoming a LAMP sponsor,
click HERE! Add your name to our Newsletter Mailing List HERE!
Visit the LAMP POST Archive to see early editions from 2001-PRESENT. The link can
be found on the home page nav bar under “General” or click HERE..

The LAMPPOST is a publication of
LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Telephone: (504) 298-LAMP
email:
edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Copyright 2021- Ed & Susan Poole.
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Aste Bolaffi’s presents its new auction:
MOVIE POSTERS
June 16, 2021 - Internet Live - 3 pm CET
A rich catalogue that includes posters, lobby cards, playbills for all tastes!
340 lots among which are hidden real gems that you can’t miss: great rarities,
incredible pieces, small treasures discovered by our experts in valuable private
collections in Italy and Europe.
The unmissable piece? The
extraordinary and extremely rare 4sheet poster for 'La Dolce Vita'
directed by Federico Fellini, an
unforgettable 1960 movie! And its
poster is no less important: it is one
of the rarest and most sought-after
by collectors all over the world and
reappears on the Italian market after
decades with this example coming
from a Roman collection.
For true cinema lovers this is an
unmissable auction and we suggest
you take a look at the catalogue and
let yourself be conquered by the
wonders that we have selected for
you!

Browse the full catalogue at
www.astebolaffi.it, leave your bids,
ask for condition report and
additional enquiries about the lots:
poster@astebolaffi.it or
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Lot 81
MANFREDO ACERBO 1913-1989
Sketch for 'La Battaglia di Maratona'
1958-1959
Tempera on paper; signed upper left.
38.98 x 18.90 in.
Estimate: € 600-1.000

Lot 52
PLAYBILL FOR 'PAISA'
DIRECTED BY ROBERTO
ROSSELLINI 1946
Offset, Zincografica, Florence.
Condition: B+. Backed on Japan
paper.
27.56 x 12.99 in.
Estimate: € 400-600

'Lot 89
BLOW-UP' DIRECTED BY
MICHELANGELO ANTONIONI 1967
Offset, Rotolito, Rome.
Condition: B+.
78.74 x 55.12 in.
Estimate € 500-1.000

STARTS 9:00 a.m.
Eastern Daylight
Time in U.S.

Lot 120
PIERRE ÉTAIX 1928-2016
'Mon Oncle' directed by Jacques Tati
1958
Color lithograph, St. Martin, Paris.
Condition: B+. Backed on linen.
62.99 x 47.24 in.
Estimate: € 300-500
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Lot 86
GIORGIO OLIVETTI 1908-1974
‘La Dolce Vita’ directed by Federico
Fellini, starring Marcello Mastroianni
and Anita Ekberg 1960
Offset, N. Moneta, Milan-Rome.
Condition: B.
78.74 x 55.12 in.
Estimate € 15.000-20.000

Lot 121
FIVE LOBBY CARDS FOR 'À BOUT DE
SOUFFLE' DIRECTED BY JEAN-LUC
GODARD, STARRING JEAN-PAUL
BELMONDO 1960
Offset, Unione Fotoincisori, Florence.
Condition: B.
19.68 x 27.56 in.
Estimate: € 400-600

Lot 173
ANSELMO BALLESTER 1897-1974
'Kicking the Moon around' starring
Evelyn Dall 1939
Color lithograph, printer unknown.
Condition: B+. Backed on linen.
78.74 x 55.12 in.
Estimate: € 1.000-1.500

Lot 189
LUIGI MARTINATI 1893-1983
'Bordertown' starring Bette Davis and
Paul Muni 1935
Color lithograph, I.G.A.P., Rome-Milan.
Condition: B.
78.74 x 55.12 in.
Estimate € 5.000-8.000

Lot 180
RAFFAELE FRANCISI 1901-1945
'Modern times' directed by Charlie
Chaplin 1937
Color lithograph, APE, Rome.
Condition: B-.
39.37 x 27.56 in.
Estimate € 3.000-5.000

Lot 254
JACQUES BONNEAUD
'El moderno Barba Azul' starring Buster
Keaton 1946
Color lithograph, Goossens, Paris-Lille.
Condition: B+. Backed on linen.
62.99 x 47.24 in.
Estimate: € 300-500
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Lot 188
LUIGI MARTINATI 1893-1983
'Captains Courageous' directed by Victor
Fleming 1937
Color lithograph, I.G.A.P., Rome.
Condition: C=. Losses. Backed on linen.
78.74 x 55.12 in.
Estimate: € 500-800

Lot 263
TEN LOBBY CARDS FOR 'SABRINA'
STARRING AUDREY HEPBURN AND
HUMPHREY BOGART 1954
Offset, Zincografica, Florence.
Condition: B-.
13.78 x 19.68 in.
Estimate: € 600-1.000

Lot 267
ANSELMO BALLESTER 1897-1974
'On the Waterfront' starring Marlon
Brando 1954
Offset, N. Moneta, Milan.
Condition: B-.
55.12 x 39.37 in.
Estimate: € 800-1.500

Lot 269
LUIGI MARTINATI 1893-1983
'Rebel Without a Cause' starring James
Dean 1956
Offset, APE, Rome.
Condition: B.
55.12 x 39.37 in.
Estimate: € 1.000-2.000

Lot 273
'THE MISFITS' STARRING MARILYN
MONROE 1961
Offset, N. Moneta, Milan-Rome.
Condition: B.
55.12 x 39.37 in.
Estimate: € 700-1.000

Lot 292
'DR. NO' STARRING SEAN CONNERY
1963
Offset, Rotolito, Rome.
Condition: C-. Backed on linen.
78.74 x 55.12 in.
Estimate: € 1.200-1.500
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Lot 271
LUIGI MARTINATI 1893-1983
'The Prince and the Showgirl' starring
Marilyn Monroe 1957
Offset, Vecchioni & Guadagno, Rome.
Condition: B+.
55.12 x 39.37 in.
Estimate: € 1.000-2.000

Lot 293
AVERARDO CIRIELLO 1918-2016
'From Russia with Love' starring Sean
Connery 1964
Offset, Vecchioni & Guadagno, Rome.
Condition: B+.
55.12 x 39.37 in.
Estimate: € 600-1.000

Lot 296
ANSELMO BALLESTER 1897-1974
'Madame Spy' starring Fay Wray 1935
Color lithograph, APE, Rome.
Condition: B-.
78.74 x 55.12 in.
Estimate: € 1.000-2.000

Lot 298
ANSELMO BALLESTER 1897-1974
'Charlie Chan's secret' starring
Warner Oland 1936
Color lithograph, APE, Rome.
Condition: B-.
78.74 x 55.12 in.

Lot 320
'FRANKENSTEIN' DIRECTED BY JAMES
WHALE, STARRING BORIS KARLOFF
1935
Offset, printer unknown.
Condition: A-. Backed on linen.
39.37 x 27.56 in.
Estimate: € 6.000-9.000

Lot 331
'UCHŪ DAISENSŌ (BATTLE IN OUTER
SPACE)' DIRECTED BY ISHIRŌ HONDA
1960
Offset, Ripalta, Milan.
Condition: B. Backed on linen.
78.74 x 55.12 in.
Estimate: € 200-400
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Lot 310
'SPELLBOUND' DIRECTED BY ALFRED
HITCHCOCK, STARRING INGRID
BERGMAN 1948
Offset, L'Airone, Rome.
Condition: B-. Backed on linen.
78.74 x 55.12 in.
Estimate € 2.000-4.000

Lot 334
ROBERT MCCALL 1919-2010
'2001: a Space Odyssey' directed by
Stanley Kubrick 1968
Offset, Rotolito, Rome.
Condition: B. Backed on linen.
78.74 x 55.12 in.
Estimate: € 300-600

Lot 337
'A GREAT WALT DISNEY SHOW' BY
WALT DISNEY 1947
Color Lithograph/Offset, APE, Rome.
Condition: B+.
55.12 x 39.37 in.
Estimate: € 800-1.200

CLICK HERE TO SEE
CATALOGUE

Lot 338
'SONG OF THE SOUTH' BY WALT
DISNEY 1950
Offset, APE, Rome.
Condition: B.
55.12 x 39.37 in.
Estimate: € 1.000-1.500

Aste Bolaffi is a Bolaffi group company that holds
auctions of collectors' items. The connection
between the name Bolaffi and the world of
collecting is far older and covers more than a
century of history. It is a story that begins in 1890,
when a young Alberto Bolaffi Sr., who had an eye
for the customs of the time and collectors' tastes,
transitioned from the exchange of stamps to the
purchase and sale of stamps, opening a philatelic
business in Turin. It was the beginning of an
entrepreneurial adventure that continued
seamlessly until the third millennium, with the
fourth generation at the helm. Auctions were a
natural progression from that commercial
philatelic business, soon expanding into the
numismatic sector and then vintage movie and
advertising posters, quickly becoming a point of
reference for the international market.
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You must send your consignments for
our July Major Auction no later than
Monday, June 14th!
Friday, June 11th, was SUPPOSED to be the final day in which to
send your consignments to our July Major Auction we are giving all
of you LAMP members 3 extra days in which to send your items
(and remember you only have to SEND them on Monday; they don't
have to ARRIVE by then).
We know that lots of people end up waiting for the very last
moment to consign, and this IS that last "moment"! If you DON'T
get your July Major Auction consignments on the way to us no later than
June 14th (3 days from today), then you will have to wait until our
December Major Auction! Why the extension? Because several people
called and said they needed the weekend, and rather than give them
something no one else gets, we are giving EVERYONE three extra days!
We have many hundreds of great items consigned and in hand (see some
of the better items in the ads below), and we charge the lowest
commissions of ANY major auction at every price level (and anyone who
says different is flat out lying; see http://www.emovieposter.com/
learnmore/?page=consign_major#lowestcommissions for absolute
proof!), and we have auctioned more movie posters for more money than
anyone in the world. Why consign anywhere else when you can
consign to the best (and most honest and honorable) auction there
is?
And remember that, unlike many other auctions, which have perfected the
"art of auctioning without auctioning", we actually DO auction every item
we list, and they REALLY sell to the high bidders! So many other auctions
keep listing the very same items OVER AND OVER again (and again, and
again, and again!), and we don't mean the same TITLES, but the actual
exact same poster!
We don't know what that means, but it sure ISN'T what we do here at
eMoviePoster.com! EVERY one of our items actually sells, which is why the
ONLY time you seen the exact same items return to our auctions (a
fraction of the time that it happens at other auctions) is either when a
purchaser
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That is why our auctions are such a "breath of fresh air" as
opposed to every other auction, and why we get better results
overall, because bidders and buyers love knowing that our auctions
are completely honest (and of course it also helps that we do
everything else right too!).
What are we looking for? While we of course prefer great items, we will still
accept any linenbacked or paperbacked consignments (movie or NONmovie). But if your items are NOT linenbacked or paperbacked then they
need to be rare, desirable, and in pretty nice condition! If they are not
REALLY special, they will surely do better in our "regular" auctions, and
the thing you most want (and we want!) is for your items to sell for the
very most possible, and if they will do better in the regular auctions, that is
where they should be!
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Given the sensational results we received in ALL of our Major
Auction this year and last (and also our "regular" auctions as well,
very much including our incredible auction of single lobby cards
and stills that concluded yesterday), doesn't it make sense to
consign some or all of your top items that you are willing to sell, so
they can be in this July Major Auction, when we absolutely have the
most (and best) buyers of quality material we have ever had?

Remember that your items only
have to be ON THEIR WAY to us on Monday the
14th, so you can get them ready over the weekend
and then send them Monday. And if you have no consignments
Don't delay. Consign today!

to send, just return to our site on July 18th, when it all goes "live". This is
absolutely going to be another wonderful auction!
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Re-Imagined Artwork Grabs Spotlight in Heritage
Alternative Movie Posters Auction - June 8-22
Bill Sienkiewicz, Laurent Durieux, Tyler Stout among artists featured in growing market
DALLAS, Texas (May 25, 2019) — The popularity
of the movie-going experience can be traced to
any number of reasons, but for many, it can be
boiled down to the ability of film makers to capture
the imaginations of those in the audience, to offer
the viewers a new experience that presents a new
way of seeing the world around them.
Heritage Auctions will offer a similarly alternative
view of what is considered "normal" in
its Alternative Movie Posters' Special Online
Auction June 8-22, an event that offers a trove of
re-imagined artwork for posters from popular
films.
All begin with no minimum bid.
"Alternative Movie Posters originally targeted
something of a niche audience, but the medium
has continued to gain greater and greater prestige
among collectors," Heritage Auctions Vintage
Posters Director Grey Smith said. "New prints will
sell out of stock within minutes online, while some
have their own special debuts at the Mondo Gallery
in Austin, San Francisco's Spoke Art Gallery and
such famed events as the San Diego and New York
City Comic Cons.

"Ultimately, these stunning prints are becoming coveted items among movie fans and
alternative art collectors and are sure to play a greater part in the future of the
collecting hobby. This growing category has helped to shine a spotlight on the work of
elite artists like Bill Sienkiewicz, Laurent Durieux, Eric Powell, Tyler Stout, Steve
Chorney, Mark 'Jock' Simpson, Olly Moss, among others – all of which are featured in
this auction."
The offered posters are exceptional, not just because the images differ from those so
many film fans have ingrained in their minds, but also because a large number are
created in limited quantity – sometimes as few as a couple of hundred copies – and
often signed and numbered by the artists who created them.
"Mondo, which has its gallery in Austin, was a major innovator in this style of poster,"
Smith said. "They have partnered with Alamo Drafthouse Cinema to celebrate the
artwork and creativity that goes into movie posters.
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Highlights in the event include, but are not limited to:
Jonathan Burton: The Invisible Man
Tyler Stout: Star Wars
Olly Moss: The Empire Strikes Back
Kevin Tong: The Iron Giant
Laurent Durieux: Jaws
Laurent Durieux: Alfred Hitchcock's The Birds
Laurent Durieux: Die Hard

Laurent Durieux: Stanley Kubrick's The Shining

Browse all items here.
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NEW ADDITIONS TO WEBSITE
Hollywood Posters has announced that they have added approximately 300 new titles
to their impressive inventory. Here are a few examples of what is available on their
site:
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These are just samples of the many posters currently being
offered on Hollywood Posters (www.HollywoodPosters.com).
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MOVIEART.COM AT PINTEREST
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/pins/

MOVIEART.COM
THOUSANDS OF POSTERS
GOOD, RELIABLE SERVICE
WE SHIP CAREFULLY
STAY SAFE!
KIRBY MCDANIEL
posters@movieart.com
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MovieArt Austin will sell NO
reproductions.
Kirby McDaniel
MovieArt.com
P.O. Box 4419 Austin TX USA
www.movieart.com
512 479 6680

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON PINTEREST
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/pins/

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/movieart.austin.texas/

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON TWITTER
https://twitter.com/movieartaustin
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Gothic & Vintage Horror Part II: Italy, Spain & Mexico! Over
200 RARE novelties! Mario Bava, Paul Naschy, Jess
Franco, Lucio Fulci, Coffin Joe
-https://www.mauvais-genres.com/fr/48-films-d-horreur
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ILLUSTRACTION GALLERY
CELEBRATES ITS 10th BIRTHDAY
Until Sunday June 20th midnight,
the ENTIRE GALLERY is ON SALE with
-20% discount on ALL items (AND -25%
FOR ORDERS OVER $1500)!
For all the entrepreneurs out there, you know that when driving a business / a
project, each day is indeed a struggle, a challenge but also a reward.
10 years certainly feel like a milestone for
ILLUSTRACTION GALLERY and in hindsight 10 years
of joys finding, discovering, buying and selling posters
and records that we love and we wish to share with you
all.
It's been a genuine mad ride and many naysayers said
it wouldn't last as the poster for The Rocky Horror
Picture Show's 15th anniversary states (it still gives us
a 5 year margin!!!)
The mission remains the same: to sell obviously and equally as important - to celebrate the Artists and
designers, known or unknown, whom have created
the printed beauties that ornate the Gallery's digital
walls.
Your support from the start has been incredible with
many of my clients being very faithful, often returning
and challenging me to find them posters that no one
else can.
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So to thank you for your continuing support, we offer you -20% on ALL The GALLERY's
STOCK AND SOMETHING WE NEVER DID BEFORE (for the first and ONLY time in 10
years), i.e A SPECIAL DISCOUNT OF -25% FOR ORDERS OVER US$ 1500!
* To the new Ebay clients, Please do NOT buy from our ebay store as we will NOT
offer that rebate there as well as you paying VAT and sales sales tax!

* This offer is only reserved to all of you, clients from the Gallery (direct or who purchased
from our ebay store) and not being advertised to the general public.
* Freel free to browse and once you made your selection, just send me your wishlist of
posters via email (daniel@illustractiongallery.com) and I will send you the corresponding
invoice via paypal (no need to have an account, just use your credit card) with the discount
already applied.
* Shipping: We will gladly combine orders but please bear in mind that some of the
posters can only be send rolled while others must be shipped folded which may result in 2
different packages. LP's have to be shipped separately in their own LP-sized protective
packages.
We'll obviously work with you to find the best shipping options.

Due to the Covid Pandemic Postal Chaos, Insurance is now mandatory for ALL
International packages. I will calculate it based on your orders and will add it to the final
invoice.
US shipments are still randomly delayed with USPS reaching new lows in quality of
service. Delivery dates cannot be guaranteed as it's really Russian roulette out there.
Please be mindful of this important fact.
You can start searching right now via the various genre links underneath.
MOVIES: https://illustractiongallery.com/movies/ (each genre can be accessed directly
by clicking the round orange circle which will present a scroll-down menu)
MUSIC (concert posters): https://illustractiongallery.com/music/
COMICS (Superheroes related posters): https://illustractiongallery.com/comics/
OTHERS (including all our Advertising/Travel, Headshop-Psychedelic, Olympics, PoliticsPropaganda and Various posters): https://illustractiongallery.com/others/
RECORDS (including Soundtracks and original Live bootleg vinyls): https://
illustractiongallery.com/records/

You can also enter any names (titles, actors, bands, format, directors...) in the search bar
on the upper right corner of the page.
Info for each poster (size, condition, origin, year...): can be found by clicking on given
image then on the tab DETAILS.
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Here are 20 beauties chosen randomly that represent the spectrum of the 15,000
posters and Records the Gallery offers.
Yes the obvious is
not really what we
enjoy presenting as
we much prefer
playing with images
around similar
themes but being
treated in many
different ways.

The Gallery loves challenging your eyes
with images that are always geared
towards aesthetics whatever the genre
may be including Sexploitation such as
the cheeky US half sheet poster for the
1970 Finnish erotic movie, Portraits Of
Women.

Case study with
the stunning design
by Hans Hillmann for the late 1960's
German rerelease of Vivre
sa vie directed by Jean-Luc Godard.

All our Sexploitation movie posters
are here

All our Drama movie posters are here

Fun and colors are also recurrent
themes in the Gallery's offering...and
the more vivid colors, the more fun
and fantastic the image is...The
Wonderful World Of The Fantastic
Four, one of the many blacklight
posters and day-glo cards from the
1971 Marvel Third Eyes series.

Psychedelic colors abound in the
impossible to find Green variant
poster of Super Nova by Paul
Kagan.

All our Comics posters are here
All our Headshop-Psychedelic
posters are here
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Big Guns, gorgeous women, genial
villains, tailored suits and exotic locales
are some of the key components of
James Bond's movies. They are perfectly
summed up in the magnificent
limited edition print of Dr. No by Paul
Mann.

Raquel Welch never starred as a James
Bond Girl which in retrospect is
understandable as her sheer beauty and
curves would have taken all the
spotlight. Admire her on the now
impossible to find large 2 panel Italian
poster for 100 Rifles is one of her
sexiest. Art by Enzo Nistri.

All our James Bond movie posters are
here

All our Western movie posters are here

All our limited edition prints are here

Black and white is not dismissed in the
Gallery. Quite the contrary as they are
as powerful visually. Fascinating image
created for the Jeff Beck Group
(featuring Rod Stewart) 1969 shows at
the famed Boston Tea Party.

Fun and colors are also recurrent
themes in the Gallery's offering...and
the more vivid colors, the more fun
and fantastic the image is...The
Wonderful World Of The Fantastic
Four, one of the many blacklight
posters and day-glo cards from the
1971 Marvel Third Eyes series.

All our Comics posters are here

All our Music posters are here
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Black is indeed beautiful...and very
fun! Especially the titles of the
Blaxploitation movies such as Sweet
Jesus Preacher Man here with its rare
half sheet poster.

A woman who make us believe in God
is Sophia Loren, particularly on the
very rare Japanese Press poster for the
1960 comedy, The Millionairess

All our Blaxploitation movie posters
are here
You don't have to be a millionaire to be
a great athlete but great athletes
rightfully end up making millions after
as great role models. Sadly we may not
see them again in action this summer
again as the 2021 Tokyo Olympics are
still not confirmed. So let's look back at
their 1964 predecessor with this
beautiful image designed by Kamekura
for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics.

All our Comedy movie posters are here
We just celebrated the 90th birthday of
one of the Gallery's favorite Stars, Clint
Eastwood. Here he is on the extremely
limited edition print of A Fistful Of Dollars
(so popular it has just been reprinted in
a much larger edition) by Yvan Quinet.

All our Limited edition prints are here
All our Olympics posters are here
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All our Western posters are here

Horror and Crime movies have inspired
some of the medium's most beautiful
images. One example among many is
this large 2 panel Italian poster for the
Spanish Giallo The House That
Screamed (La residencia). Painting
by Renato Casaro.

Horror and Samurai Cinema perfectly
mix having spawned the great Kaidan
genre.

All our Crime-Detective-Noir movie
posters are here

All our Samurai-Yakuza movie posters
are here

If Horror gives you the Blues, please
make sure it has plenty of rhythm. Ultra
rare 1971 poster for John Lee
Hooker's Michigan show. Art by Gary
Grimshaw.

Icons are naturally at home in the
Gallery, particularly Steve McQueen,
'The King Of Cool', with hundreds of his
posters including the sublime style
A Japanese poster Le Mans.

All our Music posters are here

All our Sports movie posters are here

One of the best movie of this genre
remain Blind Woman's Curse starring
Japan's iconic female Star, Meiko Kaji.
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Helmets are cool and the coolest
designed helmets in the Animated world
definitely are the ones created for the
Gatchaman series (also known as Battle
Of The Planets). Rare style C Japanese
poster for the theatrical movie release of
several episodes of the cult Anime series.

Let's bring back some earthy femininity
with this very sensual large vintage
1969 Swiss advertising poster for the
Delial brand.

All our Advertising posters are here
All our Animation-Disney-Kids movie
posters are here

Psychedelia and War also mix well
together as good as it can be indeed.
Rare French poster for Liberation
(Osvohbozdenie), the 1969 Russian
movie about WW2.

Back to psychedelia with a strong touch
of Soul with one of Gunther Kieser's
most beautiful concert posters for Sam
And Dave's 1967 German show.

All our Music posters are here

All our War movie posters are here
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Let's fly away from carnage, tumult and chaos as we leave you with a serene image
from PAN AM hoping you will all find a place of your own as much as we he have at
ILLUSTRACTION GALLERY for the last 10 years...and many more to come!!!

All our Airlines-Travel posters are here

* PINTEREST: You can all check all our thematic presentations on our Pinterest boards
here.
* Should you wish to be removed from this distribution list, please click on the
unsubscribe button below or let me know by return
* The Blog archives are now accessible directly here
* Any questions, just ask as it doesn't cost you to!
* Thank you again for your incredible support. Keep browsing, send me your
orders and Rendez-vous soon for a new BLOG and more posters from the 2021
SPRING COLLECTION

Daniel @ ILLUSTRACTION GALLERY
email: daniel@illustractiongallery.com
Cell: 1 646 801 2788
www.illustractiongallery.com
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June 2021 New Movie Poster Arrivals
More than 130 classic, rare and wonderful New Acquisitions
for June + Pride
Hello from Hollywood, where we're celebrating
Gay Pride this month. Among our new
acquisitions is an intense 1 Sheet for Greg Araki's
THE LIVING END (1992) that we've never seen
before - one that addresses the AIDS crisis headon and would have raised a few eyebrows if/when
displayed. To see it and our other LGBTQ posters,
click on PARIS IS BURNING or here

Plus: THE ITALIAN JOB and RAIDERS
40x60s, LE MANS, STAR WARS, PHANTOM
OF THE PARADISE, the unforgettable IT'S A
SICK SICK SICK WORLD and like that,
here: New Acquisitions
All BestMatthew McCarthy
Film/Art Gallery
The Saul Bass Archive
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Our mailing address is:
Film Art Gallery
6311 Romaine Street, suite 7106
Los Angeles, CA 90038
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Reimagined
Disney Animation
Limited Edition Prints of
Animation's Greatest Movies

This week's featured collection includes modern reimagined designs of
classic Disney films by some of today's hottest poster artists.

The Wise Little Hen
Artist: Tom Whalen
2011

Peter Pan
Artist: Tom Whalen
2017
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Incredibles 2
Artist: Francesco Francavilla
2019

Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs
Artist: Tom Whalen
2017

Fantasia
Artist: Becky Cloonan
2017

Robin Hood
Artist: Mainger
2020

The Jungle Book
Artist: Tom Whalen
2016

Colorful limited edition print on foil paper
by Mainger
revisiting Walt Disney's classic 1973
animated movie
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The Mad Doctor
Artist: Tom Whalen
2011

The Rescuers
Artist: Tom Whalen
2017

Pinocchio
Artist: Tom Whalen
2011

No matter the style of vintage posters you collect, from movie, advertising,
music, or contemporary prints, Limited Runs has what you want! We also
have a selection of unforgettable photographs in our collection which
include rare & never-before-seen images that are exclusive to us. If you
are a collector or just starting out, this is the place to start or to continue
building your collection.

Here at Limited Runs we’ve teamed up with the most reputable
photographers, artists and trusted art dealers across the globe to bring you
the highest quality, original, authentic and unique pop-culture collectibles,
fine art photography and other works of art. We also offer iconic and
spectacular works from a new generation of photographers, designers and
artists. Our global mission is to beautify every room in your home and
office with art. All our posters are original -- We do not sell
reproductions! Check out our collections!

Limited Runs, LLC
1425 North Cherokee Avenue
Unit # 931053
Los Angeles, CA 90028
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SPOTLIGHT ON OUR
LAMP SPONSORS
LAMP is celebrating 20 years online. This could not have happened
without the tremendous support of our sponsors.

FOUNDING SPONSOR
eMoviePoster

SPONSORS SINCE 2002
Dominique Besson

Heritage Auctions

Hollywood Poster Frames

Movie Art of Austin
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Movie Art of Switzerland

SPONSOR SINCE 2003
Channing Lyle Thomson

French Movie Poster

Original Poster

Unshredded Nostalgia
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SPONSOR SINCE 2004
Film/Art

Spotlight Displays

SPONSOR SINCE 2006
Cinema Retro

L’Imagerie Gallery

SPONSOR SINCE 2007
Moviemem Original Movie Posters
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SPONSOR SINCE 2009
Last Moving Picture Co./Hollywood Poster Auction

SPONSOR SINCE 2011
Illustraction Gallery

Simon Dwyer

SPONSOR SINCE 2013
Limited Runs

SPONSOR SINCE 2014
Ewbank’s
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SPONSOR SINCE 2015
Movie Poster Page

Movie Ink Amsterdam

The Vintage Movie Posters Auction Group

The Vintage Movie Posters Forum

SPONSOR SINCE 2016
Movie Poster Archives
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SPONSOR SINCE 2017
Aste Bolaffi

Picture Palace Movie Posters

SPONSOR SINCE 2018
Hollywood Posters

Mauvais-genres.com

Partners65 Vintage Movie Posters - Original Movie Stills

SPONSOR SINCE 2020
Silver Screen Collectibles
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